Advances and challenges in precision medicine in salivary gland cancer.
Salivary gland cancer (SGC) is a rare malignancy consisting of 22 subtypes with different genetic, histological and clinical characteristics. This rarity and heterogeneity makes systemic treatment of recurrent or metastatic (R/M) disease challenging. Use of chemotherapy is scarcely studied and chemotherapy at best has moderate effects. New therapeutic strategies are therefore warranted, but advances made in SGC are lagging behind on advances made in more common cancers. By unraveling tumor characteristics of SGC, such as genetic alterations and protein expression profiles, therapeutic strategies tailored to the patient's tumor can be rationalized. This genomic profiling and mapping of immunohistochemical expression profiles is essential in the search for a suitable treatment approach. Thereby, it alleviates the paucity in systemic treatment options and can significantly alter the prognosis of patients with R/M SGC. This review aims to give a comprehensive overview of known genetic alterations and expression profiles amenable for targeted therapy in every histological subtype of SGC. We discuss the remaining knowledge gaps and the implications of these targets for future studies and personalized treatments, thereby aiding clinicians faced with this rare and heterogeneous type of cancer.